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Based on a detailed study of predicate complements . in Malay, the claim is 
made here that there are only two types of complements in the language, func· 
tioning as direct objects of their matrix sentences. These two types of complements differ 
from each other only in the presence or absence of the subjec.~ of the complement in 
surface structure. Where the subject of the complement is absent in surface structure, 
it has been deleted transformationally under the condition of its identity with another 
NP in the matrix sentence. 

1.0 Scope of Study 

This paper sets out to study the structures of those sentences which have sentences 
embedded in the predicate in a non-modifier function. These embedded sentences are 
called predicate complements, and it will be shown that they all function as direct object 
NP's of their matrix sentences. There are two main types of such predicate complements 
in Malay, and they function as direct object NP's in two main types of matrix sentences. 
This can be seen in the four representative sentences given below where sentences A and 
C show one main type of matrix sentence and sentences B and D show another main 
type of matrix sentence, and where sentences A and B show one main type of predicate 
complement and sentences C and D show another main type of predicate complement. 

A. Hanoi menuntut bahawa Amerika Syarikat 

(Hanoi demand COMP. United States) 

menf(hentikan serangan-serangan udara itu. 1 

( stop attacks air the) 

=' Hanoi demanded that the United States stop the air attacks. 

B. Mereka memberitahu say a bah aw a John 

( they tell me COMP. John) 

sud ah mengirimkan surat. itu. 

(already send letter that) 

. = They told me that John had already sent that letter. 
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C. Dia bercita-cita untuk 

(he aspire COMP. 

= He aspires to further his studies. 

melanjutkan 

further 

D. .. Saya membenarkan dia . pergi. 

( l allow him go) 

= I allow him to go 

pe/ajaran

studies 

nya. 

his) 

Two main claims are made in this paper concerning the structures of these 
sentences: 

1. that each sentence has an embedded sentence in the predicate. While this embedded 
sentence may be quite obvious in surface structure, as in sentences.A and B above, 
it is sometimes not quite so obvious, as in sentences C and D above. For sentences 
C and D, therefore, it will have to be shown just what this embedded sentence is in 
deep structure. 

2. that these embedded sentences all function as direct object NP's of their matrix 
sentences. In the phrase-structure rules of the grammar, these predicate comple
ments are therefore dominated by NP. 

Each of the four sentence types given above will be studied with respect to these 
two main claims. Applied to each of the four sentence types, these two main claims can 
be subdivided thus: 

i. the claim that sentence A has the structure NP V [S)NP; 
ii. the claim that Sentence B has the structure NP V NP [S)m>; 
iii. the claim that sentence C has the same structure as sentence A. the only difference 

being that the subject of the embedded sentence has been deleted· in sentence C. It 
will have to be shown just what this deleted subject is in the deep structure of the 
sentence. 

iv. the claim that sentence D has the same structure as sentence B, the only difference 
being that the subject of the embedded sentence has been deleted in sentence D. It 
will have to be shown j\Jst what this deleted subject is in the deep structure of the 
sentence. Since the surface structure of sentence Dis identical to the surface struc
ture of sentence A, i.e. NP V NP VP, it will also have to be shown just why it is 
claimed that the deep structures of the two. types of sentences are different. · 

2.0 Phrase-Structure Rules 

The following phrase-structure rules will generate the deep structure trees for the 
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four types of sentences under study. These rules are not ad hoc, but are related very 
closely to the main patterns of the language . 

S-+ NPVP 
VE -+ V ( (NP) NP) 

NP -+ { (NP) S } 
N (S) 

These phrase-structure rules state that a sentence in Malay consists of an NP and a VP. 
The verb phrase may consist of an intransitive verb , or it may consist of a transitive verb 
followed by one or two object NP's. If there is only one NP selected, then that is the 
direct object of the sentence; if there are two NP's selected, then the one immediately 
after the verb is the indirect object, followed by the direct object of the "sentehce. The 
parentheses show that if only one NP is chosen, then it has to be the direct objt<ct of the 
sentence , for the indirect object NP can only be selected if the direct object has first 
been chosen. In deep structure, therefore , no sentence can have an indirect object with~ 
out having a direct object. The indirect object is therefore the marked case, and the 
direct object the unmarked. 

The third phrase-structure rule given above, expanding the NP, claims that all 
complements, or embedded sentences, function as NP's and are thus said to derive from 
an NP node . This is seen from the fact that complements can undergo the passive trans
formation, like any other NP. This rule thus claims that sentences containing embed
dings have the same basic structure as their counterparts without embeddings, since all 
embeddings are contained within the NP of the rule. In this way, the object complements 
are said to function like the other direct object NP's in the language. This third rule ex
pands the NP in several possible ways, as just [SJ NP• giving us complements, as (NP S]NP 
giving us noun phrases containing relative clauses, as just [NJ, NI» a simple noun withotft 
embeddings, or as [N SJ NP• giving us factive noun phrases with the embedded sen
tence functioning as the modifier of the noun . 

Since this study is of embedded sentences dominated by a predicate NP, it follows 
that the NP within the first pair of brackets is always selected and that this NP is always 
rewritten as S. This means that the only optional element, as far as the study undertaken 
here is concerned, is the predicate NP within the second pair of brackets, i.e. the indirect 
object NP. There is one major restriction on the indirect object which is not reflected in 
the phrase-structure rules here but which has been left to be dealt with by deep structure 
constraints of the type mentioned by Perlmutter (1968), and this is the fact that the 
indirect object NP can never be rewritten as S. In other words, the indirect object NP can 
never be a complement. However, this is is not an ad hoc restriction, but is closely related 
to the fact that indirect object NP's must always be [+animate] where complements are 
automatically [-animate]. Therefore th~ restriction is not that indirect object NP's can 
never be complements, but rather that indirect objects NP's must always be [ +animate].2 

Complements are therefore automatically excluded from functioning as indirect objects 
of sentences. The term 'predicate complement', therefore, always refers to its position as 
the direct object of the sentence. 

The two types of deep structure P-markers which these phrase-structure rules 
generate for the study of the object complements of the language differ only in the 
presence or absence of the indirect object node. These two types of deep structure 
P-marker are given below. 
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v NP v NP 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

It is claimed that these two deep structure P-markers underlie the matrix sentences 
which contain predicate complements, that sentences A and C have the deep structure 
shown in Figure 1 and that sentences Band D have the deep structure shown in Figure 2. 

2.1 Two different matrix seu,tences 

Sentences A and B can now be studied in some detail. It is claimed that sentence A 
has the structure NP V [SJN1» i.e. the deep structure represented by the P-marker given in 
Figure 11 and that sentenc.e B ~as the structure NP V NP fSlNP• i.e . the deep structure 
rep~sented by the P-niarker given in Figure 2. It is thus claimed that sentence Ahas no 
indirect object while sentence B has an inwrect object, this being the only structural 
difference between them. The deep structure P-marker for sentence A is given'below. 

/s,~ 

NP /VP~ 
N V NP 

Hanoi 
I I 

mmumut Ls,~ 

Amerika Syarikatm~nghentikan 
serangan-serangan udara itu 

2-1 

NP 
t 
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The deep structure P-marker for sentence B is given below. 

s 
/1~ 

i /i~ 
N V NP NP 

I I I I 
Mereka memberi· 

mhu 
N 

Is,~ 
John sudah mengirimkan surat itU say a 

Figure 4 

That Amerika Syarikat menghentikan serangan-serangan udara itu in sentence A 
and John sudah mengirimkan surat itu in sentence B are embedded senlences is obvious 
from the surface structures of the sentences. What needs some defence, however, is the 
claim that these embedded sentences · function like direct object NP's. Several trans
formational tests are used to show that this is mdeed the case. 

The pseudo-cleftJ transformation is a very useful test for helping to determine 
whether a group of constituents functions as an NP or not. A rough formulation of the 
pseudo-cleft transformation is given below. 

SD 

Pseudo-cleft transfonnation 

x 
1 

NP V 
2 3 

W NP Y 
4 5 6 

Condition: 2 does not dominate S 
SC l, apayang+ 2,3, 4, ia-lah + 5, 6 

Using this transformation, we get the pseudo-cleft version of sentence A, 

1. Apa yang Hanoi me.nuntut ia-lah bahawa 

(that which Hanoi demand was COMP.) 

Amerika Syarikat menghentikan serangan-serangan 

(United States stop attacks 

udara itu. 

(air the) 

= What Hanoi demanded was that the U.S. stop the air attacks. 
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Using the same transformafifiri~we geflhe pseud~leftv~rsiOii\ofsentence Ii; 

2. Apa yang mereka memberitahu saya itrlah 

(that whiclti t):tey, tell ,me iWM). 

= w11at ·1hevJ01d' me· was·tnaf '.Tonn' hiio ·8lreaaY' senfiliafletter: 

Both these sentences are perfE_tly grammatical in the language, "'~owmg "'llow 
the embedded se11<tence functions"Iike the otll.er ~·$: which ,undergo th~ pseudo-cleft 
transformation in the same way. 

The pas5i\re:ds,yet another very useful test for'nbun phra8esi sin~ it interchanges 
the positions of the subject and the direct object NP's of the sentence. A rough formula
tion. of the passive transform.aJion is given below. 3 

Passive transformation 

Slit X NP V W NP ¥· 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
Conditions: 2 ¥= 5 
2, S do not directly cipminate VP 

SC l, 5, di- +·3, 4, olih +:2\,.:6'· 

The first condition is necessary since, if the two NP's are identical, reflexivization takes 
place instead of the passive;: for: these two transfonnatiQn&:are miJ:1ualJ~,<Cxclusive. The 
second condition will only be apparent toward the end of this paper. This rule inter
changes the positions of the subject and the object NP's of the sentence, making the deep 
structure subject into the agent of this derived sentence by adding the prep<>sitiond/ih be
fore it. The passive mo~m.e di- is also prefixed to the vei::b in tb.e pMSiv~~ ~pplying thi~ 
transfonnation to sentence A; we get .. . . 

3. Bahawa Amerika Syarikat menghentikan 

(COMP. United States stop 

udara itu di- tuntut o/ih Hanoi. 

(air the PASS. demand by H:anoi) 

Applying the same transformation to sentence B;\ve get 

4. Bahawa John sud ah men°girimkizn surat 

·teoM¥. h'61m alte1ldy' nd· 



~ti! di., beritahu .say11; o.lih, . '!1J!!r,~/ffl..,. 

(that PA.SS . tell me by them) 

That John Ji~~ready aent that ledet•was told m~~ by them 

Since these twtf :, sert~ifces 11rtf· ' 'als~f·: peifectly grainmatic~;\. this ··demonstrates the 

vali~ty of th~ ,,c,~ '1WhJhe embe~~,. sentenff~ :t,tn1ction ;~}~P's &ff~ Pl~s should be 
donnnated by NPfs. Two more examples of sentences ofthe structure represented by sen-
tence A are gj,y~9,,b~.1Qw. f~t Jn.. the , ~tiye, f p(Ill, .and . then the pseud~left and passive 
transformations are applied to each of them to produce equally grammatical sentences 
in. tlie -~i!J~e. 

5. Mereka ytikin· bahawa Ali akan menulls pi/:ttito 

(they believe C0MP. Ali FUT. write ;speech) 

= They belieyed that Ali would Write the speech. 

5a. Apa yang 'mereka yakin ia·laS bizhawa 

(that which they believe was COMP.) 

Ali akan menults, pidato, 

(Ali FUT. write speech) 

= 'Whlit-'they believed was that Ali would write the speech; 

i.b Bahf!,Wa, «4.li• qkan menu/is pidato 4h 
(C6'M'P:· ·'Ali . 'FUT '. write speech · · pAsS'~Y 

yakinkan n/ih mereka. 

(believe by them) 

= That Ali would .,wr.iJe. the sp~ech w·a~ believed by them. 

6. John tegaska11 bahawa ra a~va.1 · ·· 1ndoneslti' 

(Jolm. ~o!ifll!im, ·COMP,, .G!~~JlS ,ffi~o,i,tesia,) 

tidak akan 

(NEG. FUT. divided) 

= John conflnMd'. that the ~i~ens Q.{~9pnesia ;wqµld n~ ~ <ijvided. 
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6a. Apa yang John tegaskan ia-lah bahawa 

6b. 

(that which John confirm was COMP.) 

ra 'ayat Indonesia tidak akan 

(citizens _ Indonesia NEG. FUT. 

terpecah. 

divided) 

= What ' John confirmed was that the citizens of Indonesia would not be 
divided. 

Bahawa ra'dyat Indonesia tidak akan 

(COMP: citizens Indonesia NEG. FUT.) 

terpecah di- tegaskan olih John. 

(divided PASS. confirm by John) 

= That the citizens of Indonesia would not be divided was confirmed by 
John. 

Below is another example of a sentence of the structure represented by sentence B, 
first in the active form, and then the pseudo-cleft and passive transformations are applied 
to each of them to produce equally grammatical sentences in the language. 

7. Mereka mengingatkan kita bahawa kita 

7a. 

( they remind us COMP. we) 

menghadapi nasib yang sama. 

( face fate which same ) 

They reminded us that we face the same fate. 

Apa yang mereka mengingatkan kita 

(that which they remind us) 

ia-lah bahawa kit a menghadapi nasib 

(was COMP. we face fate) 

yang sama. 

(which same) 

= What they reminded us was that we face the same fate. 

7b. Bahawa kita menghadapi 

face 

nasib yang sama 

(COMP. we fate which same) 
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di- ingatkan kita 

(PASS. remind us 

olih 

by 

mereka. 

them) 

= That we face the same fate was reminded us by them. 

This section has therefore shown that sentences of the two structures represented 
by sentences A and B have embedded sentences in the predicate which function as direct 
object NP's of the sentences. 

3.0 Transformational Component: Two Different Predicate Complements 

It was claimed at the. beginning of this paper that sentences of the type represented 
in sentence C had the deep structure of sentence A, i.e. NP V [S]Np, the only difference 
being that the subject of the embedded sentence has been deleted in sentence C. It is 
claimed that melanjutkan pelajaran-nya is what remains of the embedded sentence in the 
surface structure, its subject having been deleted on conditions of identity with the 
subject of the matrix sentence. That this is so is seen from the fact that the following 
sentence, in which the embedded sentence has been given its own subject in surface 
structure, this subject being identical to the subject of the matrix sentence, is equally 
grammatical and considered synonymous with sentence C.4 

8. dia bercita-cita untuk dia melanjutkan pelajaran- nya. 

{he aspire COMP. he further studies his) 

= He aspires to further his studies. 

The deep structure of the sentence must therefore be: 

NP 

I 
N 

I 
dia 

Figure 5 
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1his sentence therefore has the same deep structure P-marker as those· sentences of the 
structure represented by sentence A, ·ie. the deep structure P-maiker without an indireet 
object NP. The Identity Erasure rule then operates to delete the subject of the embedded 
sentence on conditions of its identity with the subject of the matrix sentence. Sentence C 
therefore has the same deep structure P-marker as sentence A, the only difference being 
that the subject of the embedded sentence has been deleted by the Identity Erasure rule 
in Sentence C. This Identity Erasure rule must be optional since the following pairs of 
sentences are considered to be equally acceptable and synonymous. 5 The first of each 
pair of sentences has undergone the Identity Erasure rule while the second has .not. 

9a. Mereka bercadang melancarkan kempen penerangan. 

(they propose launch campaign information) 

= They proposed to launch an infonnation campaign. 

mereka melancarkan kempen penerangan. b, Mer~ka 

(they 

bercadang 

propose they launch campaign information) 

= They proposed to launch an information campaign. 

1 Oa. Harry memutuskan untuk menukar nama - nya 

(Harry decide COMP. change name his) 

= Harry decided to change his name. 

b. Harry memuruskan untuk Harry menukar 

(Harry decide COMP. Harry change) 

nama- _-nya_. 

(name his) 

= Harry decided to change his name. 

After the Identity Erasure transfonnation . has · deleted the subject of the comple
ment,'. the ,deri:ved P-markefis, · 
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dia bercita-cita S2 

I 
~VP 

V · ~NP 
I L~ 

melanjutkan pelfii.aran-nya 

Figure 6 

Ross (1966) has established a convention that any S which dominates only one 
categoiy be pruned out of the tree, and this applies to S2 above, which has only VP 
branching from it. S2 is therefore pruned out of the tree, leaving the complement VP to 
be dominated directly by NP. The final derived P-marker is now 

LVP~ 
melanjutkan pelafaran·nya 

Figure 7 

For those sentences with the structure of sentence D it was claimed at the begin· 
ning of this paper that they had the same type of deep structure as sentences with the 
.structure of sentence B, Le. NP V NP [S]Np, the only difference being that the subject 
of the embedded sentence has been deleted transformationally in sentence D. It is 
claimed that pergi is all that remains of the embedded sentence functioning as the direct 
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object NP of sentence D, its subject having been deleted transfottnatiOnally on condi
tions of identity with another NP in the matrix sentence. sentence D therefore has the 
same deep structure P-marker as sentence B, i.e. the:P-marker with the indirect object 
node. FOr sentence D, it is necessary to find out what was the subject of the embedded 
sentence in deep structure. If it has been deleted trarisformationally on conditions 
of its identity with another NP in the matrix sentence, tl1en it m1,1st be identical either 
to the subject NP or to the indirect object NP of the matnX:·sentence. It is simple enough 
to . show that this deleted subject of the embedded . sentence is . identical, not to the 
m6jeci of the matriX 8entence; as with se·nwrtce' t ; but' :td 'the mm·teH object of the 
matrix sentence. The following examples show this. The a sentences are without a subject 
in the complement. The b sentences posit that tlie subject ofthe complei:nent is identical 
to the indirect object of the. matrix sentence, while the·c sentences po8it that the subject 
of the complement is identical to the subject of the matrix sentence ~ The b sentences are 
found to be acceptable as paraphrases of the a sentences, but the c sentences are not, 
thus showing that .for sentences of the structure represented by sentence D, the deleted 
subject of the complement must be identical to the indirect object of the matrix sentence. 

lla. Say a membenarkan dia supaya pergi. 

(I allow him COMP. go) 

b. Say a membenarkan dia supaya dia pergi. 

(I allow him COMP. he go) 

= I allow him to go. 

c. *Sava membenarkan dia supaya say a pergi. 

( I allow him COMP. I go) 

= *I allow him that I go. 

12a. Kerajaan · menolong mereka untuk mencapai 

( govt; help them COMP. achieve) 

kemajuan. 

(prosperity) 

b. Kerajaan me no long mereka untuk mereka 

( govt. help tnem COMP. they) 

mencapai kemajua1;z .. 

(achieve prosperity) 

= The government helped them to achieve prosperity. 
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c. *Kerajaan menolong mereka untuk Kerajaan 

(govt. help them COMP. govt.) 

mencapai kemajuan. 

(achieve prosperity) 

=*The government helped them so that the government achieve prosperity. 

13a. Say a mengajar dia untuk membaca baik. 

( I teach him COMP. read well) 

b. Say a mengajar dia untuk dia membaca baik. 

( I teach him COMP. he read well) 

= 1 teach him to read well. 

c. *Say a mengajar dia untuk say a membaca baik. 

( I teach him COMP. I read well) 

= *I teach him so that I read well. 

14a. Say a min ta dia untuk menukarkan say a. 

(I ask him COMP. transfer me) 

b. Say a min ta dia untuk dia menukarkan say a. 

(I ask him COMP. he transfer me) 

= I ask him to transfer me. 

c. *Say a min ta dia untuk say a menukarkan say a. 

( I ask him COMP. I transfer me) 

= *I ask him so that l transfer myself. 

15a. Saya memerentahkan dia untuk pergi. 

(I order him COMP. go) 

b. Saya memerentahkan dia untuk dia pergi. 

(I order him COMP. he go) 

= I order him to go. 
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c. *Say a 

( I 

memerentahkan 
order 

= *I order him so that I go. 

PRED ICA,T E COMPL H :JlENTS' IN MADAY 

dia untuk 
him COMP. 

say a 
I 

pergL 

go ) 

The main verbs which are found in this type of sentence pattern all belong to a 
semantic class which requires identity between the indirect object of the matrix sentence 
and the subject of the following embedded sentence. A semantic feature like 'influence' 
or 'effect' will apply to verbs of this set. All these verbs indicate some type of influence, 
ranging from coaxing to compelling, exerted by the subject of the matrix sentence on the 
indirect object, in .order that the indirect object function as the subject of the embedded 
sentence to perform an action. It is semantically impossible for any of these verbs to have 
non-identity between the indirect object and the subject of the embedded sentence. It is 
also semantically' impossible for the predicate in the embedded sentence to be in the past. 
Verbs which function like this are: 

suruh command beritahu tell 

a rah direct paksa force 

perentah command wajib compel 

min ta ask seru urge 

benarkan allow puju,k appeal 

ajak invite rayu petition 

tolong help galak encourage 

bolehkan enable ajar teach 

ingatkan remind 

Some of these verbs belong to the cidss of verbs called verbs of ordering by Robin Lakoff 
(1968: 20, 23), but not all these verbs can be called verbs of ordering; These verbs also are 
like causatives (see Lakoff 1965: Section IX) in that they cause an agent to perfonri an 
action, but they are not fully equivalent to the causatives although they contain many causa
tive · features. 'An important distinction between these verbs and the causatives is that not 
all causatives need indirect objects, whereas these 'Verbs do. Moreover, not all causatives 
contain embedded sentences, whereas these verbs have embedded sentences af :theif 
direct objects. Further, even when causative constructions contain embedded sentences, 
not all the predicates in these embedded sentences have to cont ain true verbs which are 
also npn-stative whereas these verbs under consideration require that the predicate of the 
embedded sentence contain a verb (not an adjective) which is non-stative, and also that · 
this predicate Should contain no indications of past time. All these verbs are therefore 
non-stative; but not all non-stative verbs belong to this semantic class ofverbs. All theSe 
verbs also require animate subjects in the matrix sentence; and animate indirect objects 
which then function as the subjects of the complements. All these verbs therefore have 
the environmental frame [+animate] Np . . . [+animate) Np [ S) Np. However, not · all 
verbs which also occur in the same environmental frame belong to the set of these verbs. 
These verbs are therefore not directly equivalent to any other recognized set of verbs. 
Rather, they contain features belonging to different sets of verbs. These verbs are thus 
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best regarded as an intersection of several sets and not freely correlated with any one of 
the sets. These verbs are most fully correlated with semantic features. The deep structure 
P-marker for sentence Dis thus: 

S1 

/ ~ 
NP VP 

I ~I~ 
N V NP NP 

1 I ·1 
saya membenarkan N s

2 

I /~. 
dia diapergi 

Figure 8 

The Identity Erasure transformation then deletes the subject of the complement since it 
is identical to the indirect object of the matrix sentence, leaving the surface structure 
Saya membenarkan dia pergi. 

This 8urface structure is Similar to the surface structure of sentence A, i.e. NP V 
NP .. V. The difference between them lies in the structure assignmentfor the NP after the 
main verb. lil sentence A, this NP was called the subject of the complement while in 
sentence D this NP has been. called the indireet object of the matrix sentence. The 
passive · transformation can be used here to test the difference between these two types 
of sentences. The passive interchanges the positions of the subject and object NP's of a 
sentence. Where the sentence has two object NP's, indirect and direct, two passives can 
be formed; firstly by interchanging the positions of the subject and the indirect object 
NP's, and then secondly by interchanging' the positions of the subject and the direct 
object NP's. If th~· NP after the main verb in a sentence is indeed the indireet object of 
the sentence, it should be able to interchange positions with the subject to form the 
passive. However, if the NP after the main verb in a sentence is not the indirect object 
of the sentence and is not its direet object, but is only part of the direct object NP (in 
that the direet object NP is an embedded sentence and the NP after the main verb is 
only the subject of the embedded sentence), then that NP cannot form the passive by 
!interchanging positions With the subject of the m~trix sentence. lri sentence A, 

Hanoi menuntut Amerika Syarikat menghentikan 

(Hanoi demand United States stop) 
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serangan-serangan udara itu. 

( attacks air the ) 

= Hanoi demanded that the U.S. stop the air attacks. 

the NP after the main verb is Amerika Syarikat. If this were really the indirect object 
of the verb menuntut, then the following passive world be grammatical, but in fact 
it is not. 

* Amerika Syarikat di- tun tut menghentikan 

(United States PASS. demand stop ) 

serangan-serangan udara itu olih Hanoi. 

( attacks air the by Hanoi ) 

= *The U.S. was demanded to stop the air attacks by Hanoi. 

On the other hand, this works for sentence D, giving us the grammatical sentence 

Dia di- benarkan pergi olih saya. 

(he PASS. allow go by me) 

= He was allowed to go by me. 

One final piece of evidence will be presented for insisting that sentence D is of a 
different structure from sentence A. Consider a sentence like the following: 

Kerajaan menyeru mereka supaya jangan 

{govt. appeal to them COMP. NEG. 

pengarohi olih anasir-anasir itu. 

(influence by elements those) 

= The government appealed to them not to be influenced 
by those elements. 

di-

PASS.) 

On the surface, this sentence might seem to be without an indireet object, and hence of 
the structure assigned to sentence A, i.e. NP V [NP VP]s. On this interpretation; since 
the embedded sentence is in the passive and anasir-anasir itu is obviously its deep 
structure subject, mereka cannot be treated as anything other than the object of this 
embedded sentence. The P-marker would then be 
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N 

1. 
Kera1aan 

~VP~ 
V NP 

I I 
menyern ~s,~ 

Figure 9 

a11asir-a11asir iiu jangan 
pengaroh mereka 

However, 1his deep structure conveys a different mc:ming from the original sentence. The 
deep structure sentence is: 

= The Government appealed to those tl cments not to influence them 

In the original sentence, the government appealed to 'them', whereas in the phrase 
marker posited above, the appeal is made to 'those elements'. In order to have the same 
meaning, the deep structure must be posited to have an indirect object node, as below: 

/s,~ 

r v~I~ 
I I I 

Kemjaan menyem 1 / s, ~ 

mereka NP VP 
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/~/~ 
anasir-anasfr 
itu 

Figure 10 

jangan pengaroh 
mereka 
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Now the meaning is presetved: The government appealed to them so that those elements 
would not influence them. What has happened to this deep structure is that the passive 
has applied to the embedded sentence, giving us 

Kerajaan menyeru mereka supaya mereka 

(govt. appeal them COMP. they) 

jangan di- pengarohi olih anasir-anasir 

(NEG. PASS. influence by elements) 

itu. 

(those) 

= The government appealed to them so that they not 
Pe influenced by those elements. 

The derived P-marker for sentence D, after the Identity Erasure transformation has 
applied and the S2 node has been pruned out of the tree since it has only VP branchin~ 
from it, is the following. 

/s~ 
NP VP 

~ ~I~ 
V NP NP 

I I l 
say a membenarkan N VP 

I I 
dia v 

1 
pergi 

Figure 11 

The Identity Erasure transformation can now be formulated to apply to . both 
sentences of the type represented by sentence C and those represented by sentence D. 
This transformation deletes the subject of the embedded sentence if it is identical to the 
subject of the matrix sentence, in those cases where the matrix sentence has no indirect 
object, and if it is identical to the indirect object of the matrix sentence, in those cases 
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wh.~Glli.e ,<"niltroc> i~sel:i:tetlce' has' an indirect object. When the Identity Erasure rule has 
appti~ll/'Wh3:t :is: fo.ft <in-surface ·structtire is · a subjectless complement, aS in sentences 
C and D. When the Identity Erasure transformation has not applied, either because the 
structural description of the rule is not met (if the conditions of identity between NP's 
are not met) or, for certil.irt dialects where the rule is optional, if it is not selected to 
apply, then what remains in ;surface, s.tructure are complements which have their own 
subjects. · · ' ' 

The Passive transformation has been formulated to apply only to NP's which do not 
directly dominate a ·w>a~ ~t~ted in the condition of the rule. In the same transforma
tional cycle, the Identity Erasure rule must be allowed to operate before the Passive. In 
those instances where the Identity Erasure rule has applied and deleted the subject of the 
embedded sentence, leaving the NP to dominate VP directly since the S2 node is pruned 
out of the tree, the Passive cannot apply since the condition in the rule prevents its appli
cation to such NP's. This therefore explains why sentences C and D cannot undergo the 
Passive transformation, although the embedded sentences are dominated by NP. This also 
explains why sentences A and B can undergo the Passive transformation since the Identity 
Erasure rule has not been able to apply and since, therefore, the embedded complement is 

still an S and not a VP. 

4.0 Conclusion 

The treatment of complementation in this paper, based on the predicate comple
ments of Malay, differs from the usual treatment of complements for English, which has 
the two types of complements, called Noun phrase comple~ents and Verb phrase com
plements respectively, differing from each other in deep structure. In the account 
given here, all complements are seen to be similar structurally in deep structure, being 
embedded S's dominated by NP. The difference between them is effected transforma
tionally, by, the deletion of the subject of the complement when the structural descrip
tion of the Identity Erasure transformation is met. In order to account for why certain 
complements can function as the derived subject of a passive sentence and why others 
cannot, the convention of tree-pruning and a simple condition on the structural 
description of the Passive transformation, both techniques which are not ad hoc but 
needed elsewhere in the grammar too, are utilized. This is therefore a much simpler and 
more general>'. treatment of the complementation processes of language, based on a study 
of their functioning in Malay, and this should give grounds for a re-examination of com
plementation processes in general. 

NOTES 

1Complements in Malay are often introduced by a complementizer like bahawa, 
supaya, or untuk. These complementizers have little meaning of their own and remain 
.ootSide the .structure 'Of--the cembedded sentence. Sometimes the complementizer is 
.purely:i op.tional'~ .w.hile . at :other.'times it appears to be obligatory, at least for stylistic 
purposes; This <, paper.· will: not deal with the problems .pf complementizer placement, 
whefl>it d s·:optionat· and :when it is needed, or with the problems of which comple-· 
mentizer :as tff be . used when· bne ' is needed. Complementizers will be used in the 
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examples whenever they are considered necessary for reasons of style. 
2Sentences have been found which appear to contradict this rule, e.g. I gave the car 

a wash, he gave the table akick. It is felt, however, that the NP's occurring after the verb 
gave are not indirect object and direct object respectively, but that they should be 
accounted for differently. 

3 The rule as fonnulated here is adequate for this study of the predicate comple
ments in Malay. It does not, however, deal with all the passive structures in the language 
and does not handle all the problems connected with Malay passives. 

4 This is true for the dialect under study. However, even in those dialects where this 
sentence is not acceptable as grammatical, speakers will still accept it as a correct para
phrase of sentence C. · 

5This is true for the dialect under study, although the a sentences are generally 
preferred over the b sentences. For those dialects in which the b sentences are not 
acceptable, the Identity Erasure rule will have to be obligatory. 
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